Best Visuals
Rudi van Delden and Michiel Heemskerk

Capital Complex
GPS 30.719500, 76.764792
Chandigarh, India
Best Research
Asya Sukhorukova, Dóra Kerekes and Jan Egbers

Wadden Cohabitat
GPS 53.363854, 5.612542
Waddenzee, The Netherlands
Best Narrative
Amélie Vancoppenolle, Niels van der Donk and Daan Kars

_Taliyoon_
GPS 14.766458, -17.366259
Dakar, Senegal
2. LIMIT IMPORTATION
The yellow triangle retraces the trade from the 16th century, it exists as a military route between FETAL, NDOX, REEW, DIGG SUUF and SUNUGAAL.
Best Interactive Project
Kay Pisarowitz and Daniel Hernández Chacón
0,005%
GPS 53.357619, -6.296560
Dublin, Ireland
In August 2016 the European Union ordered Ireland to collect $14.6 billion in unpaid taxes from Apple. These events have not only brought to light the methods Apple uses to evade tax, but probably also other tech giants based in Ireland’s “Silicon Docks”, such as Facebook, Twitter, Google and LinkedIn. Apple managed to establish a privileged deal with the government of Ireland which allowed it to routinely pay less than 1% tax. Apple did this by applying two different tax strategies known as the Double Irish Arrangement and the Dutch sandwich. The taxes that Apple payed are astonishingly low.

In 2014, for every million dollars in profits it payed only 50 in taxes, that is 0.005% of its total income. This reveals a system that clearly enables inequality by allowing the biggest and wealthiest people in the world to pay proportionally insignificant amounts of money.

This game is about the current dispute between the European Union and Apple, regarding several desicions yet to be made. It requires two players that will answer questions in their turn. The goal is to make the most money by making the right desicions.
SHOULD APPLE LOOK FOR NEW WAYS TO AVOID TAX?

ROUND 1
APPLE DOESN'T PAY BACK

ROUND 2
GOVERNMENTS AREN'T ALLOWED TO SPECIFY THEIR OWN TAX RATES. TAX INCREASES FOR APPLE. LESS COMPETITIVENESS FOR SMALLER COUNTRIES.

ROUND 3
APPLE LOSES POPULARITY

ROUND 4
APPLE STAYS IN IRELAND
APPLE INC.
Player 1

APPLE WINS

RESTART

EUROPEAN UNION
Player 2
Best Game
Kiki Coster
Fortress Europe
GPS 35.893294, -5.348243
Ceuta, Spanish territory
You are pregnant with a baby.
Best Performance
Kylièn Bergh and Wannes Vrijs

Schokkend Groningen
GPS 53.333335, 6.884068
Delfzijl, near Groningen, the Netherlands
The Dutch petrol corporation, known as the NAM, has been extracting gas out of the ground since 1959.
The mission is to sabotage the locations from which the NAM is operating.
Best Presentation
Jungeun Lee and Marika Seo
Are You a Global Citizen?
GPS 17.283439, -62.695910
Basseterre, Saint Kitts and Nevis
DO YOU HAVE A SPOUSE/FAMILY MEMBER JOINING YOU TO ACQUIRE THIS CITIZENSHIP?

YES

ARE YOU CURRENTLY STATELESS?

NO

YES
Best Animation
Elizaveta Glukhova and Natalia Vishnevskaya

*Dialogues of the Greek Islands*
GPS 37.660818, 25.165621
Aegean Sea, near Tinos
DIALOGUES OF THE GREEK ISLANDS
I fell into the water just before arriving and was close to drowning, but was saved by a rescue team.

The connection was so bad, we could barely talk to each other.

I only have two changes of clothes.

After a week, the sea calmed and we set off. It was midnight and the smugglers were waiting for us.

We live in luxury here. Here we turn on the light with a button and water flows from the tap.

They want us to learn Greek but I don’t want to. I want to leave.

We dived in the water at around 8 pm. We had wrapped our cell phones in plastic bags for safety. The sea was calm but cold.

Together with our two sons, we boarded a boat with 40 others and started to travel in the Mediterranean Sea. We thought the journey would take eight hours, however the voyage lasted 45 hours. Our family finally arrived at a Greek island called Miles.